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Abstrat

We present a simple analytial tool whih gives an approximate insight into the

stationary behavior of nonlinear systems undergoing the in�uene of a weak and

rapid noise from one dominating soure, e.g. the kineti equations desribing a ge-

neti swith with the onentration of one substrate �utuating around a onstant

mean. The proposed method allows for prediting the asymmetri response of the

geneti swith to noise, arising from the noise-indued shift of stationary states. The

method has been tested on an example model of the la operon regulatory network: a

redued Yildirim-Makey model with �utuating extraellular latose onentration.

We alulate analytially the shift of the system's stationary states in the presene

of noise. The results of the analytial alulation are in exellent agreement with the

results of numerial simulation of the noisy system. The simulation results suggest

that the struture of the kinetis of the underlying biohemial reations protets

the bistability of the latose utilization mehanism from environmental �utuations.

We show that, in the onsequene of the noise-indued shift of stationary states,

the presene of �utuations stabilizes the behavior of the system in a seletive way:

Although the extrinsi noise failitates, to some extent, swithing o� the latose

metabolism, the same noise prevents it from swithing on.
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1 Introdution

Relatively simple biohemial systems regulated at the level of gene expression

are apable of a omplex dynami behavior due to their intrinsi nonlinearity.

The nonlinear kinetis of the biohemial regulation may result in various pat-

terns of behavior, among whih bistability is an extremely interesting one as a

soure of a swith-like behavior, a ommon strategy used by biohemial and

ellular systems to turn a graded signal into an all-or-nothing response. An-

other important feature assoiated with the bistability is hysteresis: in order

to swith the system from one steady state to another, the input signal must

surpass a given threshold. To swith bak, the input signal must be dereased

below another (smaller) threshold. This permits a disontinuous evolution

of the system along di�erent possible pathways, whih may provide the sys-

tem with an epigeneti (nongeneti) memory (Laurent and Kellershohn, 1999;

Casadesus and D'Ari, 2002; Ferrell, 2002).

Reently, growing attention has been foused on the study of stohasti as-

pets of gene regulation (Austin et al., 2006; Elowitz et al., 2002; Paulsson,

2005; Rosenfeld et al., 2005; Swain et al., 2002; Tsimring et al., 2006). Flu-

tuations in a gene network are generally divided into 'intrinsi' and 'extrinsi'.

This distintion depends on the point of view: we onsider the low opy num-

ber �utuations in a single reation (or set of reations) under study as the

'intrinsi noise', whereas the 'extrinsi noise' is onneted with all the remain-

ing, external proesses whih are not taken into onsideration in detail. The

extrinsi noise an originate from low opy number �utuations in the rea-

tions that are external with respet to the set of proesses studied, as well as

from other stohastially varying, unknown fators a�eting our system.

Reliable funtioning of a ell may, on the one hand, require geneti networks

to suppress or to be robust to �utuations (Tabaka et al., 2008; Elowitz et al.,

2002; Beskei and Serrano, 2000; Alon et al., 1999). On the other hand, noise

o�ers the opportunity to generate a swith-like behavior (Ozbudak et al.,

2004) and a long-term heterogeneity in a lonal population (Elowitz et al.,

2002). The presene of �utuations in nonlinear systems suh as geneti net-

works may indue spontaneous swithing between stationary states, emergene

of new stationary states and disappearane of the existing ones (Horsthemke and Lefever,

1984).

In this paper we present a simple analytial tool whih gives an approximate

insight into the stationary behavior of systems undergoing the in�uene of a

weak and rapid noise from one nonlinear soure, e.g. kineti equations where

the �utuations of the onentration of one partiular substrate dominate,

and where that onentration enters into the equations in a nonlinear fun-

tion. The proposed method of mean noise expansion allows for prediting the
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noise-indued shift of stationary states whih, in ase of bistable systems,

auses the asymmetri response to �utuations. This asymmetry may, for ex-

ample, failitate swithing o� a geneti swith but prevent it from swithing

on. The ourrene of suh an e�et an give rise to the question of a possible

optimization of the geneti swith for funtioning in a noisy environment.

We have tested our method on an example model of the la operon. The latose

regulation system in the Esherihia oli bateria is one of the most exten-

sively studied examples of a biologial swith: it allows for the maintenane of

di�erenes in the phenotype despite the absene of geneti and environmental

di�erenes. Monod and Pappenheimer (Monod et al., 1952) disovered the ef-

fet of population heterogeneity on the level of an entire baterial population,

whereas Novik and Weiner (Novik and Weiner, 1957) identi�ed the same ef-

fet on the level of individual E. oli ells: in the same external onditions, the

bateria were either able or unable to metabolize latose. The studies of the

expression of β−galatosidase (the enzyme whih breaks down the latose into

a simpler sugar) (Novik and Weiner, 1957; Cohn and Horibata, 1959) and of

the diret la gene transription ativity at the ellular level (Ozbudak et al.,

2004) show that the ells an be in one of two disrete states: either fully

indued, with the transription (and, onsequently, enzyme) levels reahing

a maximum, or unindued, with negligible transription and enzyme levels.

The indution may be triggered by applying even a quite short stimulus: a

temporary inrease in the extraellular latose level.

Di�erent nonlinear dynamial models of the underlying hemial kinetis were

proposed to explain the origins of the swith-like behavior of the latose uti-

lization network (Laurent and Kellershohn, 1999; Ozbudak et al., 2004). This

diretion of researh has led to a more detailed model proposed by Yildirim

and Makey (Yildirim and Makey, 2003). It expliitly inorporates all the

relevant biohemial proesses along with experimentally motivated kineti

onstants, and, tested on empirial data, displays a good agreement with ex-

periments. Aording to this model, the swith-like behavior of the latose

operon results from the bistability of the kineti equations.

Sine the hanges of the extraellular latose onentration are the primary

fator whih ontrols the indution and unindution of the latose metabolism

in E. oli, we fous our attention on this, ompletely external, proess in�uen-

ing the la operon system. Within the example model based on the Yildirim-

Makey framework, we analyze how the weak and rapid Gaussian �utuations

in the extraellular latose onentration (and their di�erent intensity) a�et

the la gene expression. We do not take into aount the intrinsi �utua-

tions (modeling their e�ets deserves a separate study) but our analysis may

be the �rst step to the interpretation of the experimental measurements of

stohastiity in la operon expression, in terms of the disrimination between

the e�ets of the intrinsi and extrinsi noises, whih is itself a hallenging
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task. It is worth noting that Elowitz et al. (2002) have shown that in systems

onsisting of several reations (in partiular, also in the la operon system in

E. oli) the extrinsi noise often gives a muh stronger ontribution to the

gene expression than the intrinsi �utuations.

Using the proposed method of mean noise expansion, we analytially alulate

the noise-indued shift of the stationary states of the model, whih gives rise to

the asymmetri response of the system to �utuations: the e�etive stabiliza-

tion of the unindued state and the destabilization of the indued state. We

show that the results of the analytial alulation are in exellent agreement

with the mean stationary states obtained from the numerial simulation of the

noisy system. We also show the onsequenes of that shift: Varying the noise

intensity, we measure mean times of the transition between the unindued

and indued states. In this way we hek when the system beomes resistant

to the �utuations and when, on the ontrary, the �utuations failitate the

swithing between those states.

The paper is organized as follows: in Setion 2 we present the analytial

method of alulation of the noise-indued shift in stationary states of a sys-

tem. In Setion 3 the example model of the la operon is desribed. Setion 4

presents the results: the appliation of the analytial method ompared to

the numerial results (Subsetion 4.1), and hanges in the mean times of the

transition between the unindued and indued states being the onsequene

of the noise-indued shift (Subsetions 4.2 and 4.3).

2 Theory

The general method of treatment of dynamial systems undergoing the in�u-

ene of a weak and rapid noise from one nonlinear soure, whih we present be-

low, an be applied, for example, to the models of geneti regulatory networks.

A geneti swith should be desribed by the equations of hemial kinetis,

i.e. negleting all soures of noise, exept one: a �utuating onentration of a

substrate whih enters into the equations as a parameter. The onentration

of that substrate should �utuate weakly but rapidly around a onstant mean.

Assume that:

a) The system is desribed by a set of stohasti di�erential equations:

dX

dt
= F(X, h(Pt)). (1)

X an denote here the vetor of onentrations of reatants. Pt is a param-
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eter, for example, a onentration of a substrate, whih does not depend on

X.

b) Pt is a stohasti proess, �utuating in time t around the mean P̄ and

having a onstant variane σ2 ≪ 1 (weak �utuations).

) The �utuations of Pt are rapid enough not to orrelate with the time sales

of the proesses desribed by the Sys. (1). The harateristi time τsys of the
system is given by

1
|Reλ|

, where λ is the greatest eigenvalue of the Jaobian

of (1) (a standard linearization proedure). The harateristi time sale of

the proess Pt is determined by its orrelation time τ . Therefore, τ ≪ τsys.
d) Pt enters into the system (1) only in the funtion h(Pt) only.
e) The deterministi system

dX

dt
= F(X, h(P̄ )) (2)

with a onstant parameter P̄ equal to the mean of Pt has steady states

X
∗(P̄ ).

If b) and ) are ful�lled, we an assume that the trajetories of the stohasti

system (1) �utuate weakly and rapidly around a ertain onstant average

〈X(Pt)〉. This means that the behavior of the system is quasi-stationary, i.e.

even if the probability density of X(Pt) has more than one maxima, the tran-

sitions between them are very unlikely. Therefore we will onsider only the

trajetories whih �utuate around one of the maxima: 〈X(Pt)〉 will be then
the position of that maximum. Sine the �utuations are weak, the maxima

of the probability density of X(Pt) are lose to the steady states of the deter-

ministi system (2).

The response of the system to noise in the parameter P will be a shift of

the mean, around whih the trajetories of the stohasti system �utuate,

by a small value of ∆ with respet to the orresponding steady states of the

deterministi system:

〈X(Pt)〉 = X
∗(P̄ +∆). (3)

In order to �nd ∆, we take the noisy trajetories of (1) at a ertain time t and
average them over the ensamble of realizations:

0 = 〈F(X(Pt), h(Pt))〉 (4)

At weak and rapid �utuations, we an assume that X (indiretly depending

on Pt) experienes only an averaged ontribution from the noise, so it an be

replaed by the onstant 〈X(Pt)〉, whih depends on the mean P̄ , but also on

other parameters of the proess Pt. For example, if Pt is Gaussian, i.e. fully

haraterized by its mean and variane, 〈X(Pt)〉 = const(P̄ , σ2) (it depends
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on the mean value of the parameter and on the strength of its �utuation).

Then, the only term in (4) whih diretly depends on the �utuating values

of Pt is h(Pt). The averaging in (4) an be thus separated:

0 = F(〈X(Pt)〉, 〈h(Pt)〉). (5)

At a given time t, Pt = P̄ + δP for eah trajetory. Assuming that the devi-

ations from the mean are small, we make a Taylor expansion of h(Pt) around
the mean P̄ up to the seond order:

〈h(Pt)〉 = 〈h(P̄ + δP )〉 = h(P̄ ) + h′(P̄ )〈δP 〉+ 1

2
h′′(P̄ )〈δP 2〉+ ... (6)

The average deviation from the mean 〈δP 〉 = 0. The mean square deviation is

equal to the variane: 〈δP 2〉 = σ2
. (If Pt is a Gaussian proess, then also the

third-order term 〈δP 3〉 = 0). The Eq. (6) is now approximated by:

〈h(Pt)〉 = h(P̄ ) +
1

2
h′′(P̄ )σ2. (7)

The deterministi steady states in (3) are given by the equation:

0 = F(X∗(P̄ +∆), h(P̄ +∆)), (8)

whereas (5) is now

0 = F(〈X(Pt)〉, h(P̄ ) +
1

2
h′′(P̄ )σ2). (9)

Using (3), we an ompare (8) and (9). The approximate value of the shift ∆
an be therefore alulated from

h(P̄ +∆) = h(P̄ ) +
1

2
h′′(P̄ )σ2. (10)

For the weak noise, the shift should be small, so it an be further approximated

by the Taylor expansion of h(P̄ +∆) up to the �rst order in ∆. The Eq. (3)

then takes the form:

〈X(Pt)〉 = X
∗(P̄ +

h′′(P̄ )

2h′(P̄ )
σ2), (11)

if h′(P̄ ) 6= 0.
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Fig. 1. Shemati representation of the latose operon regulatory system.

The approximation lies in the fat that we attribute the shift of the stationary

states to the funtional dependene of h(Pt) only. In some ases, the multi-

pliative dependene on the system's variables, h(Pt)f(X(Pt)), may be also

important. Here we neglet it assuming that the noise is weak and rapid, so

that the system variables an be treated as onstant. In ase our method does

not show the noise-indued shift of stationary states (for example when h′′ ≡ 0,
i.e. the noisy parameter enters linearly into F), it may still turn out that a

noise-indued shift is present, namely beause the multipliative dependene

of the noise beomes important (Horsthemke and Lefever, 1984).

3 Example: latose swith model

Below we present an example model of la operon regulatory network to whih

our method will be applied.

3.1 The regulation mehanism of the la operon

The sheme of the feedbak regulation mehanism of the indution in the la

operon in E. oli (Yildirim and Makey, 2003) is presented in Fig. 1: The

extraellular latose (Le) is transported through the ell membrane by the

enzyme permease (P ). The intraellular latose (L) is then broken down into

gluose, galatose, and allolatose (A) by the enzyme β-galatosidase (B). By
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a positive feedbak loop, the presene of allolatose enables the prodution of

permease and β-galatosidase enzymes.

The la operon onsists of three genes, lacZ, lacY, and lacA preeded by

a promoter/operator region. The lacZ gene enodes for the mRNA respon-

sible for the prodution of β-galatosidase, whereas the lacY gene produes

the mRNA for permease. (The third gene, lacA, produing thiogalatoside

transaetylase, does not play a role in the la operon regulation (Bekwith,

1987).) The transription of this part of DNA is ontrolled by a repressor

protein (R). If the induer (allolatose) is absent, the repressor binds to the

operator DNA sequene and makes the transription of genes by the RNA

polymerase impossible. In the presene of induer, a omplex is formed be-

tween allolatose and the repressor that prevents the latter from binding to the

operator region. The RNA polymerase is then able to initiate the transription

of the lacZ, lacY, and lacA genes to produe mRNA (M). Subsequently, the

mRNA is translated into the apropriate enzymes (P and B).

3.2 Yildirim-Makey model

Our study is based on the model of la operon regulation proposed by Yildirim

and Makey (Yildirim and Makey, 2003). The model onsists of �ve equations

of hemial kinetis for the reations desribed in Subsetion 3.1, involving

mRNA (M), allolatose (A), latose (L), β-galatosidase (B) and permease

(P ):

dM
dt

= αM f1(e
−µτM AτM ) + Γ0 − γ̃M M

dB
dt

= αB e−µτB MτB − γ̃B B

dA
dt

= αA B g1(L)− βA B f2(A)− γ̃A A

dL
dt

= αL P h(Le)− βL P g2(L)− αA B g1(L)− γ̃L L

dP
dt

= αP e−µ(τP+τB) MτP+τB − γ̃P P.

(12)

f1(A) desribes the e�etor-repressor dynamis of the transription enhaned

by allolatose:

f1(A) =
1 +K1 A2

K +K1 A2
(13)

The square term derives from the average number of allolatose moleules

required to inativate the repressor, whih (aording to Yildirim and Makey
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(2003); Yagil and Yagil (1971)) is approximately equal to 2. f2, g1, g2 and h
are rates of the irreversible Mihaelis-Menten reations:

f2(A) =
A

KA+A
, g1(L) =

L
KL+L

,

g2(L) =
L

KL1+L
, h(Le) =

Le

KLe+Le

(14)

α and β denote the gain and loss rates for the reations. K1 is the equilibrium

onstant for the repressor-allolatose reation. K2 is the equilibrium onstant

for the operator-repressor reation, K = 1 + K2Rtot, and Rtot is the total

amount of the repressor. τ represents the delays assoiated with the �nite

time required to omplete the transription (τM) and the translation (τP and

τB). For example, AτM ≡ A(t − τM ). The γ̃ = γ + µ are the oe�ients for

the terms representing deay of speies due to hemial degradation (γ) and
dilution (µ). The exponential fators take into aount the dilution of mRNA

due to ell growth. Even if allolatose is totally absent, on oasion repressor

will transiently not be bound to the operator and RNA polymerase will initi-

ate transription. Although the mRNA prodution rate dM/dt would be then

nonzero (a leakage transription), it is neessary to add an empirial onstant

Γ0 to the model to obtain a leakage rate that agrees with experimental values

(Yildirim and Makey, 2003). A more detailed derivation of the above equa-

tions, an elaborate estimation of the parameter values, as well as the results of

testing the model on experimental data an be found in (Yildirim and Makey,

2003). The model reprodues the bistable behavior of the latose operon for

realisti extraellular latose onentrations.

3.3 Redued model

In this paper, we study a redued model derived from the full Yildirim-Makey

equations. The simpli�ed model is less time-onsuming for numerial simula-

tions (Subs. 4.3 and 4.2) and easier for analytial treatment (Subs. 4.1) but,

at the same time, it aptures all the important features of the full model.

Our model onsists of three equations of kinetis for mRNA (M), allolatose

(A) and latose (L) onentrations in the baterial ell:

dM
dt

= αM
1+K1 A2

1+K2Rtot+K1 A2 + Γ0 − γ̃M M

dA
dt

= kB M
(

αA
L

KL+L
− βA

A
KA+A

)

− γ̃A A

dL
dt

= kP M
(

αL
Le

KLe+Le
− βL

L
KL1+L

)

− αA kB M L
KL+L

− γ̃L L

(15)
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Fig. 2. Steady states of the system (for mRNA onentration). Marked are the initial

and �nal points of the simulations desribed in Setion 4.

The model has been obtained from Eqs. (12) by the assumption that: i) The

enzyme onentration is proportional to the mRNA onentration. The as-

sumption is based on the fat that the amount of proteins observed in proar-

ioti ells is in general proportional to the amount of their transripts (whih

is, in partiular, the ase for the la operon in E. oli) (Mathews et al., 1999).

B = αB e−µτB

γ̃B
M = kBM

P = αP e−µ(τP+τB)

γ̃P
M = kPM

(16)

ii) The time delays are small enough to full�ll: e−µτx ≃ 1, and iii) X(t+ τx) ≃
X(t). The values of parameters estimated by (Yildirim and Makey, 2003) (see

Table A.1) allow for suh assumptions. Assumption iii) is very well full�lled in

the neighborhood of stationary points, but also the di�erenes between X(t)
and X(t + τx) in transient regions are not large ompared to the distane

between stationary points (see the trajetories in Figs. 4, 5).

The stability properties of the model reprodue very well those of the full

Yildirim-Makey model (see Fig. 2 and ompare with (Yildirim and Makey,

2003)): for the onentrations of the extraellular latose

0.0277 mM < Le < 0.0618 mM, (17)

the system has two steady states (indued and unindued). Assuming that
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the extraellular latose onentration is onstant and does not �utuate in

time, the model shown above is deterministi. If Le lies in the range of bista-

bility, then, after a su�iently long time, the onentrations of allolatose,

latose and mRNA reah one of the steady states. Swithing between the two

steady states is then impossible unless the extraellular latose onentration

hanges (inreasing or dereasing Le beyond the bistable region would enable

a hystereti response of the system).

3.4 Flutuations in the extraellular latose onentration

We investigate how the �utuations in the extraellular latose onentration

indue the shift of stationary states of the system and spontaneous transi-

tions between those states. To model the �utuations in Le, we have hosen

Gaussian noise, assuming that the natural environment, where wild-type ba-

teria remain, undergoes the in�uene of very many random fators. If their

ontributions are independent, they add together into the noise of a Gaussian

distribution around a ertain mean. We therefore assume that the noise in Le

is Gaussian and fast with respet to other proesses in the system. We model

it using the Ornstein-Uhlenbek proess (Gardiner, 2004)

dLe

dt
= −θ(Le − L̄e) + γξ(t) (18)

whih �utuates in time around the mean value L̄e. ξ(t) is a Gaussian white

noise of intensity γ and autoorrelation 〈ξ(t)ξ(s)〉 = δ(t− s). The orrelation
time of the �utuations in Le, τOU = 1/θ = 2 · 10−2 min = 1.2 s, has been
hosen signi�antly larger than the time step in the numerial alulations

(δt = 2 · 10−3 min) but smaller than the fastest time sale of the system

τsys ∼ 10−1 min (see Appendix A). In this way we obtain a rapidly �utu-

ating stohasti proess whih does not orrelate with the time sales of the

biohemial proesses desribed by the model. Otherwise, if the noise were as

slow as the system's reation to it, the A, L, and M onentrations would have

enough time to adapt to the instantaneous values of Le. In that ase, the fur-

ther analytial treatment desribed in this paper would be impossible. Taking

into aount the mobility of the E. oli bateria (mean veloity ∼ 30µm/s, see
e.g. DiLuzio et al. (2005)), granularity of the intestinal ontent and motions

of intestinal villi, we may suppose that the �utuation rapidity assumed here

is realisti. The variane of the extraellular latose �utuations is γ2/(2θ)
(Gardiner, 2004). The value of γ ontrolling the noise intensity will be varied

in our simulations.
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4 Results

Our goal was to determine how the model of the la gene expression is sensitive

to �utuations in the extraellular latose onentration. Using the proposed

method of noise expansion, we alulated analytially the noise-indued shift of

the stationary states of the system (15) with the external latose onentration

Le perturbed by the Gaussian noise given by the Eq. (18).

In order to show the e�ets of the asymmetri response of the system to

noise, we performed numerial simulations of the trajetories of the system

(see Appendix B for detailed tehnial information). We measured the mean

time of noise-driven transitions between the indued and unindued states for

di�erent values of the mean extraellular latose onentration L̄e and with

di�erent noise intensities γ (see Appendix B for the simulation details). To

show the �utuation strength on the graphs in a more intuitive way, the noise

intensity unit used in the below-presented �gures is the standard deviation of

Le, equal to

√

γ2/(2θ).

4.1 Analysis of noise-indued stabilization and destabilization

To analytially predit the behavior of the steady states of the system under

the in�uene of noise, we use the approximate method of mean noise expan-

sion presented in Se. 2. Treating the instantaneous value of Le(t) as a small

perturbation from the mean value, we expand the noise in Le around its mean

and average the equations of kinetis over an ensemble of possible trajeto-

ries, to get the mean stationary onentrations of A, L, M in the noisy system.

The �utuating parameter Le enters into the equations (15) in the Mihaelis-

Menten form h(Le) = Le

KLe+Le
. In the Fig. 3 we ompare the noise-indued

shifts of stationary states of the mRNA onentration: (i) obtained from the

numerial simulations, (ii) alulated by numerial solution of the Eq. (10),

(iii) and by the further approximation (11) whih here takes the form of

∆ =
h′′(L̄e)

2h′(L̄e)
σ2 = − γ2

θ(KLe + L̄e)
. (19)

All the results are in exellent agreement: positions of the stationary states

in the bistable regime shift right with inreasing noise intensity, whih results

in the destabilization of the indued steady state for small L̄e and the sta-

bilization of the unindued steady state for large L̄e. The steady-state mean

mRNA onentrations for a given value of L̄e derease due to noise (ompare

with Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3. Stationary states 〈M(L̄e)〉 for mRNA onentration at di�erent mean on-

entrations of extraellular latose, found using the approximate method of noise

expansion. Under the in�uene of noise (σ2
= 0.01 mM), the stationary states shift

right by ∆ with respet to the deterministi stationary states M∗(L̄e). The dashed

lines for ∆ alulated from the Eq. (10) and for ∆ = γ2

θ(KLe+L̄e)
(Eq. (11)) overlap.

Comparing with the results of the numerial simulations (+), one an note that the

approximation is exellent.

4.2 Transition from the indued to unindued state

In order to show the onsequenes of the noise-indued shift of the stationary

states, we performed a series of simulations in whih the system started in

the indued state. The initial state of the system was given by the determin-

isti (i.e. alulated in the absene of noise) stationary onentrations of A, L
and M at the indued state for a given mean extraellular latose level L̄e (see

Fig. 2 and Table B.1). The results (Fig. 4) show that the system is generally re-

sistant to the �utuations in the extraellular latose onentration. However,

the noise slightly destabilizes the system, i.e. it enables swithing from the in-

dued to unindued state. Suh transitions are only possible for L̄e very lose

to the bifuration point Le = 0.0277 (the beginning of the bistable region). A

small inrease in the mean extraellular latose onentration auses a drasti

inrease of the mean transition time. For example, after hanging the mean

extraellular latose onentration from L̄e1 = 0.0277 mM to L̄e2 = 0.0279
mM, the noise intensity (measured by variane γ2/(2θ)) must be almost one

order of magnitude stronger to fore the transition to our in a similar time.

13



Within the simulation time (1000 min) no bakward transitions have been

reorded. The graph of mean transition times vs. noise intensity shows that

the stronger the �utuations are, the shorter is the mean transition time i.e.

the easier is the unindution. As we will see in the next subsetion, the noise-

driven indution depends on the noise strength in quite a di�erent manner.
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Fig. 4. Transition from the indued to unindued state. Simulation of hanges in

mRNA onentration, depending on the strength of �utuations in extraellular

latose onentration (here, for larity, measured by the standard deviation of Le).

Top panel: Example realizations (single trajetories) for mean extraellular latose

onentrations L̄e1 = 0.0277 mM (see Fig. 2) and di�erent noise intensities. Bottom

panel: Mean times of the transition for L̄e1 = 0.0277, L̄e2 = 0.0278 and L̄e3 = 0.0279,
depending on the noise intensity. The initial and �nal points for the trajetories are

same as in Fig. 2). A slight inrease in the mean extraellular latose onentration

from L̄e1 to L̄e2 auses a drasti inrease of the mean transition time.
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Fig. 5. Transition from unindued to indued state. Simulation of hanges in mRNA

onentration, depending on the strength of �utuations in extraellular latose

onentration. Top panel: Example realizations (single trajetories) for mean ex-

traellular latose onentration L̄e5 = 0.0620 (beyond the bistable region) and

di�erent noise intensities. We have hosen the starting points same as the oordi-

nates of the steady state at the bifuration point L̄e4 = 0.0618 (see Fig. 2). For

stddev(Le) = 0.010, the �utuations make the indution impossible (also, the mean

mRNA onentration shifts down). In other ases, the noise auses a delay of the

indution. Bottom panel: Mean times of the transition beyond the bistable region

for L̄e5 = 0.0620, L̄e6 = 0.0630 and L̄e7 = 0.0650, depending on the noise intensity.

We have hosen the starting points same as the oordinates of the steady state at

the bifuration point, and the �nal points as the deterministi steady states (see

Fig. 2). Here, the stronger the �utuations are, the longer is the mean transition

time, i.e. the more di�ult is the indution.
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4.3 Transition from the unindued to indued state

Next, we performed simulations whih started from the unindued state (See

Fig. 2 and Table B.1). Here we observe that, on the ontrary to the previous

simulations, the �utuations of the extraellular latose onentration stabi-

lize the unindued state (see Fig. 5). In the bistable region (inreasing L̄e up

to the bifuration point Le4 = 0.0618, i.e. to the end of the bistable region),

even very strong �utuations annot fore the indution. Beyond the bistable

region (L̄e5 = 0.0620, L̄e6 = 0.0630, L̄e7 = 0.0650), we have hosen the start-

ing points same as the oordinates of the steady state at Le4, and �nal points

as the deterministi indued steady states for L̄e5, L̄e6 and L̄e7. In this ase,

the noise auses a delay of indution, and su�iently strong �utuations make

the indution impossible at all, whereas the mean mRNA onentration even

dereases. The dependene of the mean transition time on the noise intensity

is opposite than in the ase of unindution: here, the stronger the �utua-

tions are, the longer is the mean transition time, i.e. the more di�ult is the

indution.

5 Summary

We present a simple analytial tool whih gives an approximate insight into

the stationary behavior of nonlinear systems undergoing the in�uene of a

weak and rapid noise from one dominating soure. These an be, for example,

the kineti equations desribing a geneti swith with the onentration of

one substrate �utuating around a onstant mean. The method is appliable

in those ases when the noise enters into the equations in a form of a nonlin-

ear funtion of a parameter whih �utuates weakly and rapidly, so that the

�utuations an be assumed to ontribute to the state of the system as an

average (i.e. when the noise is rapid enough not to diretly ouple with the

system's dynamis). The proposed method of mean noise expansion allows for

prediting the e�et of the asymmetri response to noise, whih, for example,

may failitate swithing o� a geneti swith but prevent it from swithing on.

The method has been tested on the example model of the la operon regula-

tory network: a redued Yildirim-Makey model (Yildirim and Makey, 2003)

subjet to �utuations in extraellular latose onentration Le. We analyzed

how the �utuations, modelled by the Gaussian noise, and their di�erent inten-

sities a�et the la gene expression predited by the model. Using the method

of mean noise expansion, we alulated analytially the shift of the system's

stationary states in the presene of the �utuations. We have shown that the

results of the analytial alulation are in exellent agreement with the mean

stationary states obtained from the numerial simulation of the noisy system.
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The shift of stationary states gives rise to the asymmetri response of the

system to the noise: the e�etive stabilization of the unindued state and the

destabilization of the indued state. We show the onsequenes of that shift by

analyzing the mean times of the numerially simulated noise-driven transitions

between indued and unindued states in the bistable region (i.e. in the range

of extraellular latose onentration Le where both indued and unindued

states are possible). The simulation results show that the system as a whole is

highly resistant to �utuations. It an be stohastially indued only for the

lowest possible Le, i.e. very lose to the left boundary of the bistable region,

and only at a high noise intensity. On the other hand, stohasti indution is

impossible in the bistable region even for the highest possible Le, i.e. in the

losest neighborhood of the right boundary of the bistable region. Moreover,

noise inhibits indution even beyond the bistable region: if �utuations in Le

are strong enough, the latose metabolism remains unindued, although at

weaker �utuations or in their absene it would swith to the indued state.

Thus, in the result of the steady-state shift, the in�uene of noise on the

indution and unindution of latose metabolism is quite opposite: whereas

the spontaneous unindution (although di�ult) is failitated by noise, the

same noise auses the suppression of the indution.

The above results suggest that the bistability of the latose utilization meha-

nism is �proteted� by the struture of the kinetis of the underlying biohemi-

al reations: swithing the latose swith due to an extraellular �utuation is

very di�ult. Moreover, the �protetion level� is di�erent for the indution and

unindution: the possibility of random swithing on the latose metabolism

is muh more strongly proteted than the possibility of random swithing it

o�. Although, on the mathematial level, suh a behavior results from the

struture of the kineti equations, a question may be posed if this partiu-

lar shape of kinetis an have a deeper explanation, for example whether the

�protetion� of the swith against the external �utuations is onneted with

preventing an unneessary energeti e�ort? This suggests a new diretion of

study: an analysis of the noisy system of latose metabolism in E. oli from

the energeti point of view.

It is worth noting that the noise-indued shift of stationary states and the

emergene of new stationary states in systems with multipliative noise (suh

as the system under study) are the e�ets whih may be desribed in terms

of the stationary probability distributions. These an be obtained by solv-

ing the Fokker-Plank equation assoiated to the noisy equations of kinetis,

treated as a multi-dimensional Langevin equation (Horsthemke and Lefever,

1984; Gardiner, 2004). Further study in this diretion seems to be an inter-

esting perspetive. The e�et of intrinsi �utuations as well as the response

of the Yildirim-Makey model to slow extrinsi noise also deserves a separate

study.
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A Details of the redued Yildirim-Makey model

Table A.1 presents the parameters of the model (same as used in (Yildirim and Makey,

2003)) and the data in the Table A.2 shows the stationary states of the system

for two example values of external latose onentration, lose to bifuration

points. Table A.2

Γ0 7.25× 10−7 mM/min µ 0.0226 min−1

αA 1.76× 104 min−1 τB 2.0 min

αB 1.66× 10−2 min−1 τM 0.1 min

αL 2.88× 103 min−1 τP 0.83 min

αM 9.97× 10−4 mM/min K 7.2× 103

αP 10.0 min−1 K1 2.52× 104 mM−2

βA 2.15× 104 min−1 KA 1.95 mM

βL 2.65× 103 min−1 KL 0.97 mM

γA 0.52 min−1 KLe 0.26 mM

γB 8.33× 10−4 min−1 KL1 1.81 mM

γL 0.0 min−1 kB 0.677

γM 0.411 min−1 kP 13.94

γP 0.65 min−1

Table A.1

Parameters of the model (same as used in (Yildirim and Makey, 2003)).

Stationary states [mM℄:

Unindued Indued

Le[mM] A∗ L∗ M∗ A∗ L∗ M∗

0.0278 4.00 · 10−3 9.40 · 10−2 2.12 · 10−6 1.04 · 10−2 0.129 7.52 · 10−5

0.0610 1.22 · 10−2 0.216 3.19 · 10−6 0.386 0.280 7.90 · 10−4

Table A.2

Stationary states of the system for two example values of external latose onen-

tration, lose to the bifuration points. Table A.3 presents the harateristi times

of the system alulated for the stationary points given in Table A.2.
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Charateristi times [min℄:

Le = 0.0278mM Le = 0.0610mM

Unindued Indued Unindued Indued

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ1 τ2 τ3 τ1 τ2 τ3 τ1 τ2 τ3

1.4 3.1 13 43 0.64 0.42 1.1 6.4 41 0.21 2.7 0.055

Table A.3

Charateristi times of the system alulated for the stationary points given in Ta-

ble A.2

B Simulation details

We performed the numerial simulations of the trajetories of the system de-

sribed by the Eqs. (15) with the latose onentration Le perturbed by the

Ornstein-Uhlenbek noise given by the Eq. (18). The equations were solved

numerially using the Euler sheme (Press et al., 1993; Mannella, 2002) with

the timestep δt = 2 · 10−3
. The simulations were run starting from one of

the deterministi steady states for a given L̄e. The time was measured until

the stohasti system's trajetory gets into a lose neighborhood (of a radius

D =
√
δA2 + δL2 + δM2 = 0.005 mM) of the other deterministi stationary

state. The initial and �nal points of the simulations are presented in Table B.1.

The simulation was monitored to prevent �utuating onentrations beome

negative but no suh event oured during the simulations. The number of

simulation runs was N = 1000.

L̄e[mM] Ai[mM] Li[mM] Mi[10
−5mM] Af [mM] Lf [mM] Mf [10

−5mM]

L̄e1 = 0.0277 0.0969 0.128 7.521 0.00398 0.0937 0.212

L̄e2 = 0.0278 0.104 0.129 8.600 0.00400 0.0940 0.212

L̄e3 = 0.0279 0.109 0.129 9.406 0.00400 0.0946 0.212

L̄e4 = 0.0618 0.0141 0.224 0.360 - - -

L̄e5 = 0.0620 0.0141 0.224 0.360 0.393 0.285 80.8

L̄e6 = 0.0630 0.0141 0.224 0.360 0.399 0.289 82.5

L̄e7 = 0.0650 0.0141 0.224 0.360 0.412 0.298 85.9

Table B.1

Initial (i subsript) and �nal (f subsript) onentrations of allolatose (A), latose

(L), and mRNA (M) for simulations desribed in Setion 4.
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